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Abstract: Li-Ni ferrite has gained great scientific elicit owing to of its
unparalleled properties and applications. The copper doped Li-Ni ferrite has
been synthesized by sucrose method. The structure was characterized by X-ray
diffraction, which has confirmed the formation of single-phase spinel structure.
X-ray diffraction and FTIR data reveals the formation of cubic structure phase.
Unit cell parameters vary with copper content; overall variation of the unit cell
parameters obeys Vegard’s law. The main absorption bands of spinel ferrite
have appeared through IR absorption spectra recorded in the range of 300–700
cm−1. The copper concentration dependence of lattice parameters obeys
Vegard’s law. DC electrical resistivity of the prepared samples decreases with
increasing in the temperature which shows the semiconducting behaviour of all
nano ferrites. The most prominent influence copper doping on the electrical
properties of Li-Ni ferrites has been reported.
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Introduction
Spinel ferrites have emerged as forefront materials in the field of
material synthesis and engineering which is attributed due to tuning
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properties and their vast applications. Ferrites are technologically primary
materials that are used in the manufacturing of magnetic, electronic and
microwave appliances. Some of their traditional applications include
microwave devices, as contrast agents in magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), transformer applications, solar hydrogen production, sensors,
catalysts, multi-layer chip inductors, high density magnetic recording,
telecommunications, etc.1-3 However, in recent years, many new avenues
have opened and the latest research on spinel ferrites has developed in
innumerable directions, increasing their potential applications to a much
greater extent.3-6 Chemical routes are used due to simple and economic way
for

producing

homogenous

ferrites

with

beneficial

stoichiometry,

homogeneity, narrow particle sized distribution, and high sinterability at
low temperature.7
Lithium ferrites have become significant materials with their high
resistivity, low dielectric losses, high Curie temperature, square hysteresis
loop properties. Due to which they are used as microwave devices like
circulators, isolators, and phase shifters.8-10 Lithium ferrites altered by
substitution with metal ions like, cobalt (Co2+), nickel (Ni2+), zirconium
(Zr4+), zinc (Zn2+) and titanium (Ti4+), etc. have been widely studied by
many workers.11 Ferrites can be synthesized by various routes like highenergy ball milling,12 sol–gel technique,13 micellar reactions,14 sucrose
method,15 coprecipitation,16 solid state method17 and combustion synthesis.18
In this manuscript we established the properties of copper doped
Li-Ni ferrite nano particles synthesized by sucrose method. The structural
properties of ferrites have been explored by XRD. We have also thrown
some light on electrical properties of ferrites by two probe method and
influence of copper doing.
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Experimental
The

reagents

X/2Fe2O4ferrites

used

for

the

synthesis

of

Li0.5Ni0.75-X/2Cu

were metal nitrates [(lithium nitrate, copper nitrate, nickel

nitrate and iron nitrate (all A.R. Grade)] in required molar proportion
distilled water to get homogenous solution. To this was added mixture of
PVA and sucrose (C12H22O11) solution prepared above and heated on a
magnetic stirrer at suitable temperature to form a viscous mixture. This
viscous mixture was then heated on an electric or gas heater till the powder
began to burn like live charcoal undergoing oxidation to form nano ferrites.
The ferrite powder was pre-sintered at 600 oC for 8 h in air .This powder
was pressed into pellets which were subjected to final sintering at 800 oC for
6 h and cooled for homogenization of the composition of the raw materials,
densification and grain growth simultaneously. The structural study of LiNi-Cu ferrites has been examined by XRD, FTIR and electrical studies by
Two probe method.
Results and Discussion
The

X-ray

X/2CuX/2Fe2O4Ferrites

powder

diffraction

patterns

of

the

Li0.5Ni0.75-

(x=0.0, 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7 and 0.9) ferrites are shown in

Fig. 1. It is observed that all the peaks in the pattern belong to the cubic
structure (spinel) and it is confirmed that the samples have pure spinel
phase.19 The diffraction pattern analysis by using (220), (311), (222), (440),
(422), (511), (444) and (622) reflection planes confirms the cubic spinel
structures. It is observed that as the concentration of Cu2+ ions enhances, the
lattice parameter (a) also found increasing. The second order polynomial fit
for the variation of lattice parameter (a) with composition (x) is given by
a = 0.000x2 + 0.022x + 8.158

(1)
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This increase in lattice constant may be attributed to the increase in
grain growth and increase in the concentration of the Cu2 + ions due to the
relatively larger ionic radii of Cu2+ ions (0.72 A) in comparison to that of
Li+ ions (0.71 A).

Figure 1. XRD patterns of Li0.5 Ni0.75-xCuxFe2O4 ferrite.

The average crystallite size of the prepared samples has been
calculated using the following Debye– Scherrer’s formula15
. 

(2)

Lattice micro strain () =cos/4

(3)

The Williamson - Hall equation is used to calculate lattice strain,
given by




(4)

where ε is Lattice micro strain, D is average crystallite size, λ is the
wavelength of X – Ray used, β is the Full Width Half Maximum and θ is the
Bragg’s angle.
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From the graph slope is strain and reciprocal of intercept will be
crystallite size of the sample. Comparative analysis of the parameter like
crystallite size and strain found good agreements and Tabulated in Table 1.
Table 1. Comparison of Micro strain, crystallite sizes (W-H plot).
From Equation
Micro Crystallite
size (A0)

strain

From W-H graph
Intercept Slope

Micro

Crystallite

strain

size (A0)

X=0.0 0.002953

906.94

0.001610

230.30

X=0.1 0.001688

291.52

0.00153 0.01181 0.001889

187.45

X=0.3 0.000503

261.82

0.00476 0.00675 0.001534

229.51

X=0.5 0.000475

223.81

0.00530 0.00201 0.001768

201.14

X=0.7 0.003810

963.63

0.00620 0.00190 0.001940

193.06

X=0.9 0.001765

267.36

0.00144 0.01524 0.002028

175.81

The dislocation is a crystallographic defect in a crystal structure.

The

dislocation density gives total number of dislocations (ρD) per unit volume
of the material. The distance between magnetic ions (hopping length) in A
site (Tetrahedral) and B site (Octahedral) were calculated by using the
following relations:15-16
Dislocation Density
(5)
a

√

(6)

a

√

(7)

where a is lattice constant.
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Figure 2. Variation of lattice parameter and hopping lengths
with copper doping (x).

Dislocation density of ferrite samples lie in the range 0.1077 X1015
to 1.459 X1015. Lattice parameter, Hopping length, Volume and Dislocation
density are tabulated in Table 2.

Figure 3. Williamson-Hall plots Ferrites.
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Figure 4. FTIR studies of Li 0.5 Ni 0.75-X/2 Cu X/2 Fe2O4
Ferrites (X = 0.0 and X = 0.1).

Table 2. Lattice parameters, cell volume V, Hopping lengths, dislocation
density, Curie temperature and Activation energy of Ferrite.
Lattice Volume
parameter (A0)3
(A0)

Hopping
Lengths (A0)

Dislocation
Activation
Curie
density temperature energy
(D)

X

a (A0)

V

LA

LB

X 1015(m-2)

Tc in K

(eV)

0.0

8.1635

544

3.5349

2.8862

0.1216

663

0.9402

0.1

8.1528

542

3.5303

2.8825

1.177

663

1.1102

0.3

8.1621

543

3.5343

2.8857

1.459

683

0.9412

0.5

8.1851

548

3.5443

2.8939

1.996

563

0.4013

0.7

8.1610

543

3.5338

2.8853

0.1077

593

1.0034

0.9

8.1829

548

3.5433

2.8931

1.399

603

0.8410

Figure 4 shows the IR spectra of the ferrite samples in the range
from 400 to 700 cm-1. Normal ferrites both absorption bands depend on the
nature of octahedral M–O stretching vibration and nature of tetrahedral
M–O stretching vibration. Two main frequency bands, namely, high
frequency band (around 580 cm-1) and low frequency band (around 430 cm-1)
reveals formation ferrite. These two observed bands (1 and 2) correspond
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to the intrinsic vibrations of tetrahedral and octahedral Fe3+–O2 complexes,
respectively.15,17
Electrical properties

Figure 5. Variation of Electrical resistivity () of ferrites temperate (T).

The temperature-dependant of dc resistivity (log ρ Vs 1000/T) was
measured as a function of temperature for all samples from room
temperature to well beyond Curie temperature, which is described in Figure
5 follows Arrhenius plot. The change in the slope is observed in all the
samples. Such a change is either due to Curie temperature or change in
conduction mechanism.10-11,13 The resistivity in Li-Ni-Cu ferrite materials
decrease in with increasing temperature, evidences semiconducting nature.
The conduction in ferrites is due to the hopping of electrons from Fe2+ to
Fe3+.10-11,20-21 The discontinuity is caused by the ordering of Fe2+ and Fe3+
ions on the octahedral sites accomplished by a small change in crystal
structure. The change in Curie temperature and activation energy (Table 2)
is mainly due to spin ordering of electrons. Therefore it can be concluded
that there is a predominant change in conduction mechanism due to
magnetic phase transition. The electrical conductivity in ferrites can also be
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explained on the basis of Verwey de Boer mechanism in which exchange of
electrons takes place between the ions of same element that are present in
more than two valence state and distributed randomly over equivalent
crystallographic lattice sites. The number of such ions depends upon the
sintering condition and reduction of Fe3+ ions into Fe2+ at elevated
temperatures. The temperature at which magnetic transition takes place
from ferrimagnetic to paramagnetic is known as Curie temperature. At
Curie temperature, thermal randomization destroys magnetic ordering.
Hence it plays an important role in microwave ferrite. According to Neel’s
model, Curie temperature is proportional to the product of Fe3+ ions on A
and B sites and inter sub-lattice distances. The observed variation in Curie
temperature may be due to cationic migration leading to fractional change
of Fe3+ ion concentration at A and B sites. The value of activation energy
lies in the range of 0.401-1.11 eV.20-21
The electrical properties are mainly governed by heat treatment
during the preparation due to rapid dissociation of oxygen at elevated firing
temperature. This leads to the formation of small amount of divalent ions
and results in the increase of conductivity in ferrites. The presence of air
gaps between the grains form in homogeneous structure. This largely affects
D.C. conductivity and hence conduction mechanism in ferrites is largely
dependent on porosity. Hence it can be emphasized that the higher
conductivity in ferrites is the increase in grain diameter and decrease in pore
concentration during the heat treatment. According to Neel’s model, Tc is
proportional to the product of Fe3+ ions on A and B sites and their inter sub
lattice distances. The substitution of Cu2+ ions changes the concentration of
Ni ions this increases the number of Fe3+ ions on both A and B sites. This
results in the increase of curie temperature up to X = 0.3. There after Curie
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temperature decreases with increase in Cu concentration. This is attributed
to the decrease in Fe3+ ions on A and B sites, therefore it is concluded that
the variation in Curie temperature with Cu concentration obeys Neel’s
model.10-11,20-21
Conclusions
In the report we have systematically reported the synthesized of
Li-Ni-Cu ferrites by sucrose method. X-ray diffraction and FTIR data
reveals the formation of cubic structure phase. Unit cell parameters vary
with copper content; overall variation of the unit cell parameters obeys
Vegard’s law. Using W-H plots, micro stain and crystallite size has been
compared. Dislocation density of ferrite samples lie in the range 0.1077
x1015 to 1.459 X1015. Dislocation density (D), crystallites and mechanical
properties of Li-Ni-Cu ferrites for the first time. DC electrical resistivity of
the prepared samples decreases with increasing in the temperature which
shows the semiconducting behavior of nanoferrites. Thus we summarize the
significant influence of the copper doping on the structure, mechanical and
electrical properties and Li-Ni thick ferrites were reported.
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